IC5882-A300 and -A400 Reset Relays

**GENERAL**

**IC5882-A300 Relay**

This reset relay is for use with the IC5882-34 and IC2824-34 overload relays. The relay consists of a solenoid-operated lever which engages the reset rod of the overload relay.

**IC5882-A400 Relay**

This reset relay is for use with the IC5882-C overload relays.

**SERVICING**

**IC5882-A300 Relay**

To change the coil on the relay, remove the four mounting bolts (1), Fig. 1, and replace the coil.

**IC5882-A400 Relay**

To change the relay coil, remove the screws (1), Fig. 1, and pin (2) and replace coil. To change spring (3), remove nut (4) and replace spring.

Fig. 1. IC5882-A300 reset relay

Fig. 2. IC5882-A400 reset relay